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IHE NEW MEMGAN REVIEW
SANTA FE, N. M., THURSDAY
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However, It I Understood, That Well Known and Highly Esteemed in Santa Fe Where He
New York Situation
Often Visited.
Came Up.
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National
Realty
Wipes American.
Company Filed Incorporation Papers.

$225,000.
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Hon. Enrique H. Salazar Appointed Receiver and Hon,
A. E. Curren Register of Federal Land Office
at Fort Sumner.
Word was received today that En
editor
rique H. Salazar of Las Vegas,
of El Independlente and Chief clerk
House, has
of the last legislative
been appointed by President Taft to
be receiver of the new federal land
Guadalupe
Sumner,
office at Fort
county, having been recommended by
organizathe territorial Republican
tion for that position, and that Arhas
been
of
B.
Clovls,
Curren
thur
appointed register, he also being an
editor and recommended by the Re-- ,
The Jurisdicpublican organization.
tion of the new office extends over
2,300,000 acres of nubile lands and
Santa Fe and
formerly was under-lh- e
Roswell offices. , . i ; . - Enrique Salazar U S. native of Santa
Fe and Is a frequent Visitor In the capital. He was educated at St. Michael's College. His mother became the
wife of William Mandrfleld, deceas
damaEes are not
239.

under

recrterable

chaptif

ed, one ot the founders of the New
Mr.
Mexican
Company.
Printing
Salazar was postmaster ot Las Vegas.
He was founder of La Voz del Pueblo,
which paper saw the light of day In
Santa Fe. At present he Is one of the
owners and publishers of El Independlente, a staunch supporter of straight
Republicanism. He is an ardent advocate of statehood, ot a sane and Bate

constitution such as President Taft
and Congress would like to see New
Mexico adopt. He filled the position
of chief clerk ot the last legislative
assembly with great credit and has
filled every position of public trust
with ability and integrity. Mr. Salazar
is receiving
today
congratulations
from every part of the Territory for
he Is popular not only among the
native people, but In every section, as
his acquaintanceship
extends over
the entire commonwealth.
RESULTS
AFFECTING FRATERNITIES,

MOMENTOUS

107, Laws of

1907 which allows douole damages for
the use of the property from the
time of delivery.
in variance be
8. Error alleged
tween verdict and Judgment; the rec
ord in this case examined and held
i
that the judgment was correct.
4.
Where an action is brought by
certain persons described as g "copartnership doing business under the
Arm name and style of, etc." and Judg
ment is rendered agalnBt une
and not against the individuals comprising ft; held that this
court will supply the omission of the
individual names by ordering them in
serted in the Judgment.
In case No. 1289, from Colfax coun
ty, L. E. McRae and T. O. Gregory, appellants, vs. Dominkk Cassan, appellee, the Judgment of the lower court
Is affirmed In an opinion by Associate
This was
Justice Merrlt C. Mechem.
an action for rent brought by appellee
aealnst the appellant as surety for
one McRae. It was alleged that "Cassan had knowingly leased the premis
es for illegal and immoral purposes,
and that the said premises were located within seven hundred feet of a
church and that therefore the lessor
could not recover rent. The syllabus

inr

or in
surance Outstanding National
Congress Will Take Up
Subject.

They Have Ten Bmren

s

Detroit, Mich., Aug. 15.
results affecting fraternal insurance, from the viewpoint of heads
ot state insurance departments, from
anthe action which is taken at the
ornual conventions of the two great
Conganizations, Nationad Fraternal
8
in Detroit, Assogress, August
ciated Fraternities of America, AuShould
In Atlantic City.
gust 22-2either or both bodies fail to endorse
the tentative bill for uniform state
alregulation which their committees
will
refusal
the
to
have
agreed
ready
h reEnxdert as Jeopardizing that por
tion of the outstanding $10,000,000,000
which nas
ot fraternal insurance
reached the point calling for prompt
attention by the departments.
The viewpoint of the commissioners o
is expresed In a statement made pub-ltC. C.
today by Commlsisoner
Lemert, of Ohio, who has been
R.
E.
with Commissioner
Folk of Tennessee, and Commissioner
James R. Young, ot North Carolina,
uniform bill for
in nrenarlns the
Is:
control by the
1.
upon reater regulative
Assignments of error
which no argument, either orally or atntoB. Ha said:
"The uniform bill is somewhat of a
upon the brief, 1b made, will be considered as waived.
compromise. I am in hopes, however,
represented in the Na"iT The trial court sustained an ob- that societies
KVntAmni Conuress and Asso
the
to
following
question:
jection
America will
"Was it common knowledge that this ciated Fraternities of
ot the tentathouse was being erected for sporting come together in support
It. It
purposes before it was completed?" ive bill as we have prepared
a- represents a distinct ana pumvB 80- held uhat that ruling was correct,
u iinua rr fraternal
.1
"
3.
Assignments ot error wnicn ao ivance mu,.Ka ao
be much pleasea
i
nt !iho.
.1...
HOI point UUl ni
ifo..u- fact or law complained of, will not be to see the fraternal sjnteni placed
v. upon a sure footing.
on
considered
appeal. Cavada
"The first association 10
Miera, 10 N. M. 62.
me
rncord falls within the bill, I underBtand, win oe
Moment-oueou-
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lant, vs. J. J, Hagerman, appellee, was
reset for Aucilst 22.
Cases Nos. 1309 and 1310, The River
Sand and Cement Manufacturing
Company, appellee, and cross appel
lants, vs. E. F. HardwicK. et a... ap-- (
and cross
appellees, were
submitted on briefs, as was case No.
,ln
vs. con, ,ing conv
1SW, Bert ingerso.l, appenant,
C ty of Roswell, appeuee.
hav nractlcally atCase No. .1270, Olio Mann, appellant societies already
succeeu
and
have
....
nroblem
... ,
wan rankeit the
n.j.,m
aTgued and subm.ltoj 1Mb afternoon, od In winning
nr readjustment
...
societies
is absolutely certain that all
SPANISH TO BE TAUGHT
solvent position.
IN TRINIDAD 8CHOOL8.' must be placed In a
.
hoeause some societies persistot
requirements
the
plain
Aug.
Colo.,
ignore
Trinidad,
entiy
will bo Included in the curriculum In insurunce principles."
"
the grade schools in this city and;
GE
WARNOCK DIED
coming year In the sixth, seventh and, mr'5-geORSUDDENLY AT ALAMOGORDO.
eighth grades. On the recommenda-tlon of Superintendent J. R. Morgan
the
to
added
was
grades
this course
W
,n addition to the course given, in the
v
sonoois
in
high
rnock we of a prominent
hardware merchant, died suddenly at
thUi section. This stopVan tono
(eight this morning.
tlon in public schools.
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Disastrous (Conflagration
Out Calisher Block-Lo- ss
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FLOW

Wall of Burning Building Afternoon Showers Are Help
Falls on Him and Crushes
ing Out Northern and
Eastern New Mexico
Him to Death
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Case of Territory ys. New Mexi- f! co Eastern Argued andlLJJ

Fiva more oninlons were handed
Topeka, Kan., Aug. 16. A cableBeverly. Aug. 17. Vice President
announces the down by the territorial supreme court
Sherman arrived at Beverly at noon gram from Austria
and It is understood that five
executive office death of James E. Hurley, general today
and went to the
more are Drenared and will be an
wluh
conference
at
was
He
Fe.
had
a
Santa
of
the
whore he
long
manager
nounced shortly, making altogether
Secretary Norton, prior to going to Carlsbad far his health. Death was 27 opinions thus far tor the term,
afternoon
the
with two more weeks for the court to
Burgess point to spend
caused by heart trouble.
The selection of
with the President.
sit. This is establishing a new record
b
sail
It
E.
may
Of James
Hurley
for hard work and speedy disposal ot
Sherman for temporary chairman of
that he worked himself to death. .He huslness before
.the New York Republican convention
it This forenoon the
Fe
Santa
In
the
ranks
the
rose
from
and the defeat of Roosevelt lent addof the Territory of New Mexico,
esse
that
so
not
Is
ago
it
and
long
Sherman, service
of
ed interest to the visit.
of the Rio appellant, vs. The Eastern Railway
lil not discuss the New he was superintendent
New
Grande
Mexico,
in
tie
He Intimated that
York situation.
Sut of Tell:0 as the terminal ot the
to talk i was a frequent visitor in Santa Fe
them mlirht. Iia fiomethluE
cut-of- f
was argued and submitBelen
on
Hi i
vacation
interview with the and occasionally siient his
i,ni ftr
are set this aftercases
and
two
PYtTAmfllV
,
Ad
I
ted,
Ifl.t,,.
1..
.In..
D.NtO
nfrtWiUUUt,
la
IJ . 1...
U.
.
L
LUO UJJl'C.
UD UUUUICU
UUL lb IO
" H"
Gbuo,
noon.
OTadftH
Lnnnlax
Of
hACmnilV
emnlOVeg
nil
that
tl.a D.Mani'a hnr4
.mnnir
' The five opinions handed down this
might be brought about in New York of the Santa Fe.
forenoon were aa follows:
Mrs. Hurley It at Lai Vegas.
In the case of Aaron Gray, appellee,
uesuueu w umaypuiuiuieui, ujr jcoio.
aS'
Vegas, Aug, IB. Mrs. uuney
t
day's action of turning down .Boose- here, was prostrated vs. New Mexico Pumice Stone CO
wolf
when Bhe received the news of her al.. No. 1246, from Valencia county,
husband's death. She did not know the Judgment of the lower court is
anior namiuny.
In an nninlon written bv Asso
Beverly, Mass., Aug. 17. Beverly tnat ne was seriously ill. Many mes- The
was upset yesterday when news came
W. Parker.
Bagea 0 condolence already have been ciate Justice Frank
from New York of the defeat of Theo- received, among uhem one from Presl- case is an action to foreclose a
Town
10.
Hen nnon Section
dore Roosevelt tor temporary cnair- aent Ripley W-tt- nr
Santa Fe. Tne
I
man of the New York
Republican Hurleys formerly lived here when ship 11 North, Range 11 West, in Va
e
state convention.
lencia county. The decree of
Hurley was division superintendent.
was awarded and declared the
The fact that Lloyd C. Onscom,
Employes wept UKO gmiaron.
to the mortgage
president of the New York county
Topeka, Kan., Aug. 16. Hurley left lien ot appellee prior
committee, had been in conference Topeka on July 13 for Carlsbad, where of defendants, of whom M. W. Flourone. Apwas
the
wnn rreraiaent
appellant,
to
montns
only
noy,
few
msuii
to
a
naiuraay
tended
spend
and Sunday, added to the consterna- - Legam hg ,trength, and And relief pellant, with some of his
tlon that the dlspatdhes created. Mr. I fvnm continued attacks of Indigestion
interposed a demurrer to the
Taft made no comment for pubilca A letter was received on Monday complaint on Uhe ground that It did
not state facts sufficient to constitute
'
tlon
from Hurley, written in Carlsbad, In
There Is nothing to indicate that He vMoh ha said he hali ben examined a cause of action, which demurrer
knew of Mr. Griscoin's plan to force
to have was overruled.
by physicians and was found
In the case of John King, appellant,
name.
a vote on Mr. Roosevelt
theredeath
His
trouble.
no
organic
So far as can be learned Mr. Grls- t I.hvI Taber. aunellee. No. 1263,is
fore was entirely unexpected, and a from
Union county, the Judgment
coin's talk with the President had to
cogreat shock to his friends and
on remittitur of S144.26. Apdo solely with the general situation in
men gathered in the affirmed
The
workers.
Tftift
took the
Naw Vnrk state nnH Mr.
the plaintiff below, sued to
of the general offices of the pellee, balance due on a contract to
corridors
to
be
ground that harmony ought
and wept like children, for no cut and stack hay, claiming to have
brought about If possible before the system
i
i ho Snntn Fa emulov was so
cut and stacked 372 tons at an agreed
The
convention.
that
story
Saratoga
generally loved. He was exceedingly price of $2 per ton. He admitted pay
Mr. UTiscom iook a message w vui-nnana
tne
numuiesi
ments to the amount of J397.96. De
Prtnuavplr tlhat. wnulri affect the democratic
as an equal. Hurley fendant denied that more than 282.6!
future relations between Mr. Roose- man was treated
never tnna were rut and .stacked. He fur
and
ranks
the
from
risen
had
velt and the President is discredited
who labored with him ther claimed a nayment of $7130 up
at Beverly. Mr. Taft assumed the at- forgot the men
of the ladder. Hur- on an order. The costs of the appeal
titude that any overtures, If they be on the lower rung
Ia in 1860, are
at
born
Wapelo,
was
ley
the
other
equally divided. The synaous
come
from
necessary, "must
of the Santa
service
the
entered
and
says:
side."
1880.
1,
The court is under no obligaThe statement Issued by Mr. Roose- Fe as brakeman in
Governor's Tribute.
tion In a civil case to Instruct the
himself
velt apparently
placing
I
regret
the
deepest
"It was with
Jury unless requested so to do; and
squarely on the side of the "progresdeath," said hence the fact that an Instruction is
sives" has created much comment heard of Mr. Hurley's
this
hers. What effect todav's develop former Governor Miguel Otero Las Insufficient is not available error un
from
ments In New York may have upon afternoon, upon his return colonel on less a sufficient Instruction was re
"Mr. Hurley was a
quested.
the
plans tnat nave Vegas.
was a great friend
2. In ths absence of any
specinc
been In progress Is a matter of con- my staff and he
Rpirlnnina at the agreement for the measurement of
jecture.
stead
worked
he
measure
ladder
hv In stacks, the rule of
So far as can be learned, there Is a bottom of the
ment laid down In Chapter 34 of the
to the top with tne Mania
disposition In Beverly to stand pat on ily
the respect and es Session Laws of 1901, entitled, "An
won
and
railroad
the plans as announced. The publica act to establish a
teem of its employes. A man of
legal method of
ity that has been given to these plans
disposition and liDerai in
measuring hay," will control.
may retard them for a while but .kindly .oainna ii wat nevertheless
ITnder the general assignment
there Is apparently plenty of confias firm as a bar of Iron when a great of error that the verdict of the Jury
dence that they ultimately will go
ne
and the iudament thereon are con
principle was Involveq.
through.
tn tho Interests of the Terri trary to the evidence in the case, uhe
MassaSenator W. Murray Crane of
had an only question that can be considered
tory of New Mexico when he
chusetts, the central figure In the re- opportunity to do so aim m uuim.-- o by the court is whether there is any
two
hours
also helped to substantial evidence to support the
organization plans, spent
up the Santa Fe he
today with the President, The sena- develop New Mexico as few men have. verdict. Candelaria v. Miera, 13 N.
senever.
as
The
tor was as reticent
His loss is a great one to the Santa M. 360.
ator would not even deny some of the Fe railroad and to the Territory."
Associate Justice E. R. Wright
storieB that have been sent out of
wrote the opinion.
DIED
GOOD
In case No. 1308, Chicago, Rock
Beverly.
FIREMAN
YE8TERDAY OF INJUmto. Island and El Paso Railway Company
Secretary Norton, who It Is generally believed, has been working in close
appellant, vs. Jacob Werthelm, apharmony with Senator Crane, was Herolo Young Man In D. 4
pellee, from Quay county, Is affirmed. The appellee Werthelm sued the
Wreck Was Horribly Burned By
equally reticent today.
railroad company for $400 damages
It Is known, however, that Senator
Escaping Steam.
nrane submitted a complete verbal
for hav and grass burned from being
,
1
that
.analvcft
hpfR
obserset on fire from sparks of an engine.
jNews mt uccu ,cvo..
report to the President of bis
on
tne
he
had
Werthelm was given 1100 damageB
F Bi Qmit the fireman
vatlonB In the west and what
wrecked and the company appealed. The
learned recently in New Hampshire Ll
j mn r.randa train died
yesnear Espanola Sunday night,
opinion Is by Chief Justice W. H.
and Vermont,
conectlon and with regard teiday afternoon while on his way to- Pnno mid thn syllabus Is as follows:
In this ...
trOat.,
An
tn lltlHortrn
.LnttnTI sanaa,
a- 1. Denial upon information and
to the reports mat uie
tuiutuuuj w
i
nn tha rnnira hacause mant nt a ihnanttal there. The unfor
nt matters necessarily within the
OI
Consisted
,
..
a
DallliKror (..nn.a n,an'a InllirlAA
knowledge of the pleader is not per
steam
that literally missible.
to resign it Is stated that when Sen- burns from the
of his body as it was
2. In a suit against a railroad com-nnnator Crane was first called into the cooked a portion
Mr
enilne.
derailed
the
a denial bv such comuany upon
situation it was on a telegram asking held by
in the engine w n the Information and belief that It was
if he could undertake a mission to the Good stayed
It
operating a railroad at the time and
tms mis- niui.iv nfnrrort and tried to stop
west "for the President.'
Assistant Attorney General Harry place alleged being a matter necession to the west turned out to be a
sarily within defendant's knowledge,
that Good's life might have been sav- raises no such Issue upon the pleadq t.lan for his retirement
under
was
caught
ed If his arm which
ings as will admit testimony that it
from the cabinet. It is known that m.
ihnrl heen amimtatea, mm was not operating such railroad over
to
will
be
brought
heavy pressure
releasing the victim from the scalding an objection that such testimony was
bear upon Mr. Balllnger to resign
which noured out of the engine not admissible under the pleadings.
the
In
President
the
without putting
In case No. 1301, Emmet Wirt, nu-despite all efforts to stop It.
resignation.
for
that
of
u
mm
asking
aeain
position
Goods
Gomes and Felix Garcia, a co
Fireman
genio
i,
a j nf n. romance, as It Is partnership doing business under the
The fifteenth of September will tell
In
Riddle
Hazel
Miss
the story and apparently no one
firm name and style of Wirt, Gomes
said that he and
the meantime can tell Just what the of this city were engagen to ue mi Sr. nomnanv. annellanl.s. vs. George W.
RidMiss
full.
the
in
outcome will be.
time
Kiitz & Company, apellees, from Rio
ried some
In a Arriba
county, the case is alnrmeo
dle has hold a clerical position
FOR
FINDING JUSTIFICATION
store hero and her parents, Mr. and i.unn flllnff of a remltlttur of $52, in
OFFICIAL RED TAPE. Mis
George Riddle live on Johnson an opinion by Associate Justice M. C.
street. Mr. Riddle is an engineer on Mochem. It was an action for replevGovernment
That
Given
in nf alheen. The court below award
iho Denver and Rio Grando.
Testimony
Could Not Sell Land and Distribed damagoB in doubio the amount of
ute Money Speedily.
the value of wool taken by the plain
TRADING ON LOCAL WOOL
,'
MARKET CONTINUES auiei.j tiffs from the sheep replevined during
Sulphur, Okla., Aug.
was
to show that the government
their detention, the amount taken
in delaying the sale of $30,000,-00- Prices However Are Still Strong
having been 620 pounds at 10 cents a
In
Oklahoma
lands
worth of Indian
pound. The syllabus follows:
Fine 8taple Territory Cleaned
committee
the
congressional
1.
This court will not on appeal
occupied
Brings 64 to 65.
McMurray
of
the
in its Investigation
the verdict of a Jury when
disturb
evi
substantial
contracts today. Testimony was givlo- supported
by any
on
the
16.
Trading
for
Boston, Aug.
en to show that It is impossible
dence. Candelaria v. Miera, li in. m.
and
continues
quiet
wool
market
and
cal
361.
the government to sell out land as
the volume of business appears to be
speedily,
2.
distribute the money
In this case the Jury gave as InPrices however are still
......
miaon nn a 10 ner cent jnD.ini
call soems to cident to the recovery by defendant
The
principal
strong.
Representative
of certain sheep "damages In double
attorney's fee basis.
was re- - be for three eights graue or neece
C. D. Carter, of Oklahoma,
Fine the amount of the value of the wool
durtha ptnnd and testified tlhat well as fine territory 61staples.
to 6B, clean taken from the sheep replevined
urooidnnt Sherman always show staple territory brings monms
vi
dotentlon, wool 620 pounds
their
ing
to
six
while
eignt
10 centB per pound," held that such
ed deep Interest in the Indians and) ed
Is moving at 63 to 55.
opposed high fees
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J. Sherman Had Gone to Famous Aust- Five More Were Handed
Down at The Session
Goes to Beverly to See
rian Springs to Recover
This Forenoon
President
His Health
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El Paso, Texas, Aug. 15. The body
of Mayor W. F. RoblnBon, who was
killed yesterday, while trying to warn
the firemen of their danger, when
the burning Calisher building fell,
was placed In the rotunda of the city
under a police
ihall this morning
guard of honor. The funeral will be
when
tomorrow
held
nractlcally all
bualness In the city will be suspend
ed Assistant Fire Cblet David Sulli
van and Fireman William Robinson,
who were injured by the falling wall
that killed the mayor, will recover.
A Veritable Fire Trap-Paso, Texas, Aug. 15. F. Robinson, mayor of El Paso loat his life at
9 o'clock yesterday morning while en- deavuring to warn a numuer oi
of Imminent danger from a tottering wall. At the same time Todd
Ware, flrenwoi was" Instantly killed,
and William Robinson and Dave Sullivan also firemen, were injured.
the big
The casualties followed
CaHsher fire which broke out at 2 a.
m. and completely gutted the largest
department store in this section. The
fire had burned for nearly seven hours
and the unsafe condition ot the walls
so impressed Mayor Robinson that he
left the sidewalk and approached the
building for the purpose of instructing the firemen to desist from further
work. As he approached the building
a large section of brick, buckled and
fell, crushing Robinson and Ware and
knocking the other men down. Mrs.
the accidents
Robinson witnessed
from Uhe sidewalk.
Conservative estimates of the loss
in the Calisher fire at 1225.000, the J.
Calisher dry goods company sustaining a loss of 150,000 and the Buckler
estate, owners of the building, 165,
000.
The balance Is apportioned
among tenants of the building and the
American National Bank, the temporary quarters of which were burned
All losses are covered by insurance.
The origin of the fire Is attributed
to crossed wires In the basement,
where the fire smoldered for over two
roomer, sleeping on the second floor,
melled smoke and gave the
flrsr
alarm.
Inspection of the building followed
the fire disclosed the fact that It was
a veritable fire trap. Although three
stories In height, there was not a
niece of steel in Its construction, all
of the suDDorts being of wood. The
second story was occupied by omees
and the third story by a rooming
house.
MATERIAL

CHANGES IN
ZUNI FOREST LINES.

Area Eliminated and 126,001
Acres Added Mt. Taylor Division Taken From Manzano
Reserve,
Washington, D. C, Aug. 16. The
President has signed a proclamation
addeliminating 5,219 acres from, and
nationing 126,001 acres to, the Zunl
al forest. Arizona and New Mexico,
and transferring the the ML Taylor
division ot 215,601 acres from the
Manzano to the Zunl.. These changes
are the result of a careful field exam
ination made last summer by the
of the secretary ot agriculture,
which showed that the lands eliminat
ed are not chiefly valuable tor nation
al forest purposes.
The additions comprise commercial
forest area and woodland areas adof the
jacent to the sevral divisions southnational forest. The addition
east of the Fort Defiance Division in
v ?s v.. R. 29. 30 and 31 E., contains
an excellent stand of Juniper and
nlon averaging about ten cords to the
acre, and a quantity ot scattered yel
low pine estimated to cover an area
The total
tn flvn sections.
stand on this addition is figured at apnrmlmatelr 500.000 cords. This part
r.r ihd
nnnlrv is made up of high
litmesas and ridges containing very
value. The
tle land of agricultural
addition lying to the south and southin
east of the Zimi Indian reservation
contains
T 8 and 9 N., R. 1 to 19 W..
esa stand ot commercial yellow pine
runtimated at 75,000,000 board feet,
feet to the
ning from 2,000 to 5,000
commercla
acre; in addition to the
240,000
timber, the area has some
The addition
cords , of cordwood.
resersouthwest of the Fort Wingate
T.
vation. In T. 13 N B. 19 W and esan
13 and 14 N., R. IS W., contains
board foot
timated stan of 15.000,000
yellow pine together
of commercial
with 40,000 cords of cordwood.
from the
The division transferred
nnmnrlaes the San Mateo
and
mountains and the Sierra ChlvatoCebol-lot- a
Is bounded on the east by tha
by the
grant and on the northHereafter
Chaves grant.
Iguacto
transactions relating to this division
Galwill bo conducted through the
ot the
lup office, the headquarters
Zunl forest.
The lands eliminated by this proclamation will be restored to settlement and entry after they shall have
been advertised In the local papers by
the secretary of the Interior.

Small

Governor Mills will return this eve
ning from Cloudcroft, Otero county.
where he opened the Chautauqua.
Territorial Funds.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
today received $1,510.06 from Curry
county.

Incorporation.
Incorporation papers were filed to
day by the American National Realty
Company of Las Cruces and El Paso.
The capitalization Is (250,000 divided
into 25,000 shares, but the company
begins business with a paid up capital of $2,000. The incorporators and
directors are: James T. Smith 80
shares; Eddy Elile 50 shares; Frank
A. Jones 50 sha:s;, ail of Las Cruces,
10
e'1-and C. W. Moore1 C ?! f"80:
District Court.
Associate Justice II. C. Mechera
will preside over the fall term of the
district court at Sant aFe for the
first two weeks, while Associate Jus
tice John R. McFle goes to Clayton,
Union county to hold court there.
8upreme Court.
The territorial Supreme Court held
very brief session this forenoon, as
the cases set were submitted on
briefs and the court will devote Its
time to writing opinions. Yesterday
afternoon No. 1320, Territory of New
Mexico, appellee, vs. John Donahue,
alias Jack Donahue, appellant, was
argued and submitted.
In case No. 1349, in re Gregory Page
of Gallup, contempt, the relator was
permitted to withdraw Uhe original affidavit and file a copy thereof.
County Institutes.
In five counties examinations
for
teachers' certificates will take place
tomorrow and Friday: Union, Quay,
Eddy, Grant and Dona Ana.
Next
week, Torrance, Liero,
Colfax and
Lincoln counties will hold their examinations, while Sierra county will
be last, September 2 and 3.
Stream Measurements.
Hydrographer J. B. Stewart has returned from a lengthy stream measurement trip to Taos, Colfax, Union,
Kstied an automatic gauge on the Chi-- '
corico near Raton and in Raton creek
at Raton. He also installed an automatic gauge on the Canadian at Logan and threw a cable across the Pa-cat Anton Chlco. He reports that
Uhe streams are high on account ot
heavy afternoon showers over their
watersheds and because of the swift
and huge run off caused by forest denudation and the lack of grass. The
latter, however, is being remedied by
the rains for the country Is beginning
to look like a vast park, with cattle
sleek and farmers taking new cour
age, for even If crops will not mature
before the first frost, there will be
plenty of fodder.
REPORTS OF LAND OFFICE
BUSINESS FOR JULY.
There Were 55 Original and 43 Com
muted Homestead Entries In
the Santa Fe Land District.
Receiver Fred Muller's reports of
land entries for the month ot July
show that despite the stories of the
dry farmers quitting the territory
where the drouth has Injured them,
the Sunshine State still attracts homesteaders. At least In this section.
There were 65 original homestead
entries, covering an area of 7869.54
acres and bringing in fees of $515 and
commissions ot $300. Under the act
of February 19 there were 11 entries,
covering an area ot 2038.81 acres and
the fees were $100 and commissions
$75.

Of final entries there were 20 coverg
ing an area ot 3912.27 acres and bring-inin commissions of $155.60. There
were 43 commuted homestead entries covering an area of 6535.72 acres
and the purchase money was $S1S4.80.

There were four excesses involving
area of 22.63 acres. There were
13 desert land entries involving 1610
acres. There were 12 public sales of
land and the money received amounted to $659.96.
an

DID

GALLAGHER
HAVE AN ACCOMPLICE?

Gaynor Is Rapidly Emerging
From the Danger Zone and Is
Gaining Strength.
15.
Mayor Gay- New York, Aug.
nor's condition toda- - showed that he
Is rapidly emerging from the danger
zone. He spent an excellent
night,
The police are
gaining strensth.
that
Gallagher
working on the theory
had an accomplice. He denies it but
record
is under
man
a
with
a
police
suspicion.
Will Be Out In Two Weeks.
New York, Aug. 15. A bulletin given out at 1:25 o'clock p. m., says that
the improvement in Gaynor's condition continues, and that the mayor
had a comfortable morning. One of
major
Uhe physicians attending the
Imsaid that barring unforeseen and
will
probable complications, Gaynor two
be able to leave the hospital
weeks from today and by tho middle
of next monlh would start for the
Adironadacks.
Mayor
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CONDITIONS
PRECEDENT.
It must be impressed upon the people of New Mexico, including certain

THE 8ERVANT QIRL QUESTION.
It may be consolation to housewives
in Banta Fe to know that the servant
girl problem extends to Maine In the
far northeastern corner of the United
States. It is .so acute there that it
leads the Washington Herald to say
editorially:
The servant girl problem like the
poor, we have always wlUb. us, but
the subject has recently come prominently to public attention through the
published statement that 'Maine wantB
As an induce10,000 girls at once.'
ment it is pointed out that Maine
needs household help, where the wages offered are better than thoBe paid
In factories or offices.
'Unfortunately, the problem of se
curing a sufficient supply of household Ihelp Is something more than a
problem In economics. Out of many
considerations Involved, that of the
wages to be earned is probably the
last considered. To a great many
young women no money compensation
s sufficient to make them bear wltn
equanimity the title of Bervant. Of
course, It is- - all wrong, ana tne sup
posed degradation that comes with
household work is simply emotional,
imaginary, but the feeling is so inthat it will
grained, so
probably be years before It is eradicated in this country.
Year after year girls from the
country enter the cities and take po
s
sitions in stores aa clerks or in
aa employes, or as 'salesladies'
or some other title that means noth
ing else than that they are servants
Indeed, we all are. The gin in
the factory gets a meager wage, generally, and has to .spend most of It
for her board and lodging, and her
economic position is not nearly bo
good as that of a faithful domestic
helper who gets quite aa large an
actual wage and In addition secures
a good home, good food, and, often
some of her clothes. But the trouble
is that tlhe latter girl la a .servant,
and the sting of the name seems to
oi
nverimianre all the advantages

THE EXPEN8E OF IT.
The advocates of the direct primary
say that It Is the greatest scheme
ever devised to break up party organ- lzatlons. The Democrats of New
Mexico appear to be wild to break up
their own organization and who can
blame themT They have good reason
to advocate the direct primary vehemently, even though they are slow
to adopt It in their own ranks when
u
to xhnoalnr candidates for
the constitutional convention. But It
must also be remembered that the
direct primary Is a game In which
In which
only the rich man can play,
the "gente" haven't a ghost of a show
because they haven't the coin. It also
gives an advantage to the Incumbent
of public office, provided he has made
exenough out of his ouice to pay me
u
mn ilka Senator Flint.
not
rn'nfnrnl.
for instance, have
nf
acquired sufficient wealth In the publlc service to make it possible to oe
candidate for renominatlon. Says the
Los Angeles Times:
"Nothing like It. in point of dra
matic Interest, high stakes and fight
ing cost has ever been seen In California before.
"Particularly fighting cost. Every
one knew that the direct primary
would be an expensive luxury; but
no one knew It was to be like this.
"Knowing what they do now, It Isextremely doubtful it anv of the candidates for governor would have ine
to tackle another campaign,
"The expense has been someming
A thousand dollars In thU
terrlflo
camoaiim 1b nothing but a wbitf In
,v
ia TMiot amount will stick up
rw nosters for boyB to throw mud
balls at.
"It Is estimated by one of the most
conservative campaign managers that
the average sum spent by the various
Republican candidates for governor
will run very close to 1500,000. Hiram
Johnson is said to have had a war
chest of $150,000. This figure includes only the legitimate campaign
enexpenses the price of arousing
thusiasm.
"In addition to this, the expense of
holding the primary election, with
its stupendous printing bills and other foolishness will be about 11,700,000
to the state.
"A pretty etiff price to pay for
changing governors."

.

THE BABE IN THE WOODS.
The Albuquerque Morning Journal
Bees another shadow In the political
Scarcely over
woods of New Mexico.
the fright that the Fox of Three Rlvers gave It, the Journal Is in panto at
the sight of the shadow of the Bun
and seeks to chase him off what It
seems to consider Its own reserve.
But the Journal Is needlessly alarmed. There are two barriers that will
keen the Bull in bis alfalfa pasture.
First, there Is a federal statute which
prohibits any one drawing 12,600 or
more from the government each year
from accepting any other public office,
appointive or elective. The other is
the experience and wlBdom of the
Bull.
There Is nothing for him to
be gained by mixing into the fight and
going to the constitutional convention,
No matter what stand he took or how
he voted on any provision, he would
make new enemies or at least oppon- ents. He is much too sly to be put on
record at this particular time. His
rivals are not near as wise for they
make a grab for everything In sight
and that to their own detriment. Let
others do the constitution making, the
Bull will preserve an attitude of masterly inactivity, which If it makes him
no new friends, at least does not
alienate the old ones.
There are beasts In the political
Jungle much more inimical w ine uiu
and to the serpent wnich are ine
journal s particular menus
the
time, one on the Republican and
-omer uu uie
"
woods. The latter can be trailed In
the editorials of the Journal occaslonally.
There Is the Lion of Los Lunas, for
instance, powerful and Invincible; the
deliberate, sure
Grizzly of Socorro,
of
and unconquered; the Black Eagle
San Miguel, whose eye sees farther
than that of any other Inhabitant of
the woods; the Leopard of Tularosa,
for whose restlessness even New Mexico Is too small; the old Tiger of Santa Fe who for fear that some one
might question his superior strength
insists upon doing everything himself
from the selection of a ward chairman
to dictating the first state governor;
the Bulldog of the Salado; the Badger

AEROPLANE VS. BATTLESHIP.
Richard P. Hobsou, congressman
and hero of Santiago, bas taken the
side of the battleship as against the
aeroplane and explains at great length
In Popular Mechanics tor September,
why the craft of the air Is no match
for tbe craft of the sea.
After an Interesting discussion of
the advantages and limitations of both
aeroplane and battleship aa opposed
in warfare, Captain Hobson declares
s
that "the moBt effective work of
will doubtless be done by those
that become part of the equipment of
obbattleships, chiefly for purposes of
servation and scouting." Of the battleship, he says:
"It Is not necessary to detail th
batgreat defensive elements of the
tleship structure, even in its present
construction. It will be found difficult,
if not Impossible, to sink or destroy a
modern battleship by a single blow,
even below the waterline, except In
caBe of the most powerful mine explosion. How can it be expected to destroy Buch a vessel by a single blow
from the airT Of course the aeroexplane's missile will be of sensitive
or
plosive of higher power, dynamite
at the present
explosive gelatine
time. It could not be hoped to have
such a missile pass through the superstructure and upper decks and reach
the protective deck before explosion.
Any claim of armor penetration is out
of the question.
"The battleship's speed is a source
of substantial protection In reducing
the accuracy of missiles operated only
by gravity, and this speed is easily
made variable to both direction and
are apvelocity when aeroplanes
proaching. At night and In the gloamfrom torpedo
ing the searchlights
boat destroyers and other auxiliaries,
on
sweeping the heavens and resting
the areoplanes, would Interfere with
the latter locating battleships with
lights screened, until the guns of the
anniships openeJ up with a pour of
hilation.
"The limited offensive power of
almoBt
contributes
the aeroplane
nothing in the way of defense, while
the whole battery of power of the battleship is a direct factor of defense
from
the aeroplane
in preventing
be
reaching the zenith. It must also ofremembered that In defense, as in
fense, the battleship can command the
services of air craft, areoplane destroyers, dirigibles and captive
THE

PUMPING FOR IRRIGATION.
The indirect good that the drouth
has done for eastern New Mexico, lies
in that it taught the great desirability
of supplementing scientific farming
methods with irrigation from wells.
Irrigation by pumping Is a success In
the Mlmbres valley. Is employed with
profit even In the Mosllla valley and
s
is proving the salvation of the
valley. The Estancla valley will
nevor attain a full degree of prosperity until, it has power plants for
pumping and a well for irrigation on
every homestead. A recent news Item
from Las Cruces says:
"Dr. W. C. Fields has already proved the value of a pumping plant In the
Mesllla valley, although his plant bas
only been in full operation for three
days.
"fin hi. ranch, lust west of Las
Cruces he had several acres in canta
loupes and 1800 two year old Bartlett
near treeB. When the Rio Grande
went dry, Dr. Fields gave an order for
a pumping plant. He first had one
well put down, connected a
centrlfueal nump to It and started op
erations with a gasoline engine. Tbe
one well did not develop enough water
and he immediately started work on a
second well.
"While boring this second well, Dr.
Fields kept his pump going on the
first one and Bavel bis cantaloupe
croD.

"As soon as the secona well was
rnmnleted the two were connected
and today he Is throwing 600 gallons
of water a minute and saving his pear
orchard. Without the pumping he
would have secured about $600 worth
of cantaloupes from his tract. With
the well he has already shipped $2000
worth of melons and in addition saved
his trees. The wells, pump and en
due cost about $1100, the cantaloupe
crop this year more than paying the
amount.
In
Quite a number of other farmers
the valley are now figuring on pumping plants and next year will doubt
less see twelve or fourteen more in
stalled." -

WHY NOT A CHAUTAUQUA?
On July 4, some one suggested

that Cloudcroft, Otero county, have a
Chautauqua, Today the New Mexican
received the neatly printed program
of the First Chautauqua Assembly at
Cloudcroft, which begins Its sessions
on August 15.
Only yesterday, the
editor read In an exchange, that ow
ing to the Impetus given by the cre
ation of this Chautauqua, Cloudcroft
is to have a bank, that fine new build
ings have been started and that
henceforth, Cloudcroft will be on the
map, Just as Mountalnalr has put Itself on the map through maintaining
despite adversity and unfavorable conditions, a Chautauqua tbe past three
years. The Cloudcroft Chautauqua
which It took only a month to create,
will "pay special attention to a careful Btudy of various henlth problems
and make it an important feature."
That will give this Chautauqua a distinctive air and Its success ls already assured.
There Ib a lesson in this for Santa
Fe, the Ideal Chautauqua center for
the entire west. With its historic and
prehistoric features; Its manifold eduand two mucational Institutions
seums, its advantages as tbe capital
Its magnificent
of the new state.
scenic surroundings, Its forests, mountains, brooks and streams,- - Its many
ideal sites for a summer assembly
such as Is maintained at Chautauqua
Lake, in New York, and which annuSanta Fe
ally attracts thousands,
could, if It made the proper effort, outthe original
grow and overshadow
What an Ideal site, for
Chautauqua.
Martinez
Instance, the Candelarlo
ranch just on the edge of the large
reservoir would make and there are
dozens of sites around it that could
be easily acquired now for that purpose. With tbe beauties of tbe Santa
Fe canon stretching for twelve miles
along the Scenic Highway and up to
the
peaKs on one side;
with steep cliffs wooded with tall
pines bordering the south of the
tract; with the lake formed by the
Santa Fe emerging from a rocky
canon and with the mineral Aztec
springs in the canon Just below; and
the city of Santa Fe with its orchards
and many romantic treasures lying
spread out before the eye to the west,
one can easily Imagine pavilions and
and arenas,
auditoriums,
temples
clustering where now are cornfields
and orchards. A more inspiring site
eould be found only at Santa Fe, or
near Santa Fe, but hardly anywhere
else.
If you doubt it, take a trip up the
Santa Fe canon tomorrow and when
you reach the reservoir, stop for ten
minutes at the site described and ponder as to the posslbllltes of such a
place and such a location.

political leaders, that It Is not the
enabling act that Is on trial in the
constitutional convention. Neither of
the territories is called upon to elim Dlace.
inate any section or to amend any
"But if they only knew It, the gins
portion of the act under which they who are seeking employment would,
are to come into the Union as states. most of them, be much better off in
NO CHANGE IN NAME,
The enabling act lays down certain domestic service than elsewhwere.
Bishop. Wlllard F. Mallalleu, of the
conditions which must be complied The servant's position, too, has great
Methodist Enlscopal church, wrlteB
P,m.rnn
hn, of other proud
ai
with, the President has uttered cer ly Improved in recent years, and dofrom Auburndale, Massachusetts,
denizens of the high
courageous
tain warnings which must be heeded, mestic service Is coming to be some
follows to Chief Justice W. H. Pope
the grassy vales. On the
and
timber
if New Mexico and Arizona expect to thing of a science. Yet gins win
"In the discharge of my official duties
Democratic Bide there is the Wolf of
have their constitutions approved dur not fit themselves for It, though by
of Las Vegas;
for many yearB I have become deeply
the
Hyena
Monero;
It Is so doing they could command higher
ing the present administration.
Hence 1
interested in New Mexico.
of the Lower Pecos; the
Cat
Tom
the
idle to argue the question, just as idle wages than they get now, and could,
more
venture to suggest that your new
as it is for Che railroads to argue the by the quality of service they ren HOW IT WOULD WORK IN POLI- Coyote of Clovls, and others Journal
state ought to bear the name of theworthy of the lance of the
TICS.
fairness or the unfairness of the in der, dignify It. If domestic servants
immortal Lincoln, next to Wasnmgthan the Fox and the Bull
at
present
terstate commerce act. The enabling could only be made to realize that we
the
at
practical who
Let the voters look
are in no animal's way for tne THE FAILURE OF THE REFER- - ton, the greatest man that America
act is the law of the land; President are all servants, from the President of
workings of the recall, the Initiative
their
has ever produced." Here Is a sinENDUM.
Taft cannot alter it; Congress will the United States down,
that fact ...I .ha vafarcnHnm RimnnRP. after present and are strictly minding
man, who no doubt
not repeal or amend it; the territories would go a long way toward the so- a b tter
The utter failure of the initiative and cere,
political fight, tfhe voters had u"u
of this
must accept every one of its provi- lution of the problem. But perhaps
referendum under New Mexico con- has the welfare of the people
put Mr. Smith into the office of counTHE SQUARE DEAL
sions or conditions, or stay out.
ditions was demonstrated only a few commonwealth at heart, making
this is too much to expect. The prob- tv surveyor. 8upnose. Mr. Jones, his
This 1b well understood in Arizona lem comes about through false no opponent still very sore over bis de-- The New Mexican is much pleased short months ago in Santa Fe. This suggestion to the people unselfishly
its appropriateness.
for the Arizona Republican says
tions of dignity, through false pride feat, would pass a petition demand- - to notice In the latest time table folder city, prior to the census, wanted to and convinced of even
for the men
"No more foolish statement could be and until these are removed by edu
AGITATION THAT HURT8. .
a good It is very difficult,
ing the recall of Mr. Smith. It would 0f the Santa Fe system, a consistent take in Its suburbs to make
heard In this territory, outside of the cation. It seems likely that the serv mean the fighting over of the political Broof of that company's desire to do showing. Twelve hundred of its fif- of culture and sympathy, on the out
That the persistent agitation of the
hundred
that
three
Democratic party for socialistic feaside to understand
asylum for the insane, rhan the as- ant airl Droblem
will remain un battle that elected Smith; it would Bn within reason for the advertising teen hundred voters favored the propso in tures in the new state constitution is
sertion that Is heard to the effect solved."
mean that Smith would have to neg- - 0f Santa Fe and to attract to this city osition. Thy .prevailed upon Hon. and more years of history have
with hurting the Territory financially and
that President Taft and Congress
lect his duties in order to election- - tourist travel. For the first time In Thomas B. Catron to have passed by terwoven romance and tralitlon
Tucwould not dare to disapprove
any
eer. Multiply this condition by the this folder, tfce arrival of trains and the legislature a law that permitted a the name of New Mexico, which is the industrially is set forth by the
A NEW MEXICO BOOSTER
constitution sent to tJhem by the peo
ana leaving time pt Santa Fe, are given referendum vote upon the question. oldest state name In the United son, Arizona, Citizen, and what apwho number of county, district, town
Colonel Rabh E. Twltchell,
whole re plies to Arizona in that respect also
ple of Arizona.1
never lets an opportunity slip by to state offices, and tlhe voter will gain in tlhe main lime table as well as in The day for the referendum came. The States, that the people as a
"Fortunately, there Is little proba advertise the good points of New some Idea of the chaos that would en- - the condensei time tables that pre- - few who were opposed to a Greater sent any recommendation of a change applies to New Mexico. Says the
cede It, while Ion the several maps In Santa Fe rallied and worked, they in name, as much as New York, or Citizen:
bility that the sober, sane people of Meiico. takes un three columns of sue with the unlimited recall.
At a time when Arizona Is in a fair
-- Colorado,
Similarly with the Initiative. Some the folder, Santa Fe appears in larg- snonf money and they managed to New Jersey or New Hampshire would
ineiemiory win permit siaienooq to
vMo.
aooui me crauu may conceive the notion that er type than any other place in the
nrrftwfifluT?YeTlIngTts
sary tar themioTMe:i
a suggestion from New Mexico way to profit by the coming of state
resent
hundred
two
some
to
the
polls
If the belief should prevail that the iirigation and dry farming develop the city of Santa Fe ought to have Territory. The Santa Fe Is planning drag
votes. The thousand and that they should be renamed. None hood, whidh is counted upon to bring
to an extensive advertising campaign In floatingvoters
resident and Congress were 'blufflna-- ' ment of New Mexico, and without de- an ordinance
compelling cows
who favored a Greater revere the name of Lincoln more than an Influx of population and capital
more
when they provided that our constituparting from accuracy. Colonel Twlt wear green goggles. There is always which this citv is to be featured as
at home, too indif do the people of New Mexico, and into the embryo state, a few Demo-In
Fe
Santa
stayed
bis
chell
tells
tion must be submitted to them for
story interestingly and a large number of people who either never before, as soon as the Scenic
a cratic politicians are doing all
their
to
ballots, and de they have honored blm by naming
cast
ferent
his
Introduces
He
enjoy a Joke or who profit by an Highway is completed to the Pecos
the their power to frighten both capital
approval, and disillusionment would convincingly.
on neighbors to cast the vote. county and one of the towns of
pending
as
follows:
election.
a
These
subject
would readily sign
be the portion of those holding such
aDd adequate hotel facilities are proFe was territory after him, but as to the and new comers away by advertising
In all its history. New Mexico bas petition mat an ordinance compelling Vlded to take care of the great It was a surprise that Santa
a Dei let.
to the country an alleged demand on
to the next day, when it was name of New Mexico, It has been hal
treated
to
cows
wear
be
subnever
mr. Tan was m deep
had
bo
as
much
at
follow
attention
green goggles
stream of travel that would
earnest
of martyrs and the the part of the people of this terriblood
the
lowed
bad
Fe
Santa
by
Greater
wnen, speaking at .Phoenix, Prescott, the present time. The early admis mitted to the voters. The campaign Buoj, B campaign. In the past few announced that
tory for an Oklahoma brand of conand the town given a deeds of heroes, and ls inseparably stitution.
This represents a serious
Albuquerque and the Grand Canyon sion of tbe territory as a state, the would be on. The owners of cows years, the New Mexican, has been been defeated,
with three hundred and
connected
was
It
ten
hut
for
back
Bet
years,
last October, he solemnly warned great landhunger
epidemic which would have to spend money and wage convinced that as soon as attention is
deeds. New situation to the business men of the
of
more
The
default.
years
s'irring
the
to
too
late
remedy
tne people of Arizona and New seems to be prevalent in the middle warfare against the proposition, which caned to any reasonable demand on
whose primary interest ls
every Mexico will never of its own volition territory,
Mexico against adopting such a con- and eastern states,
the
knowledge no matter how absurd it seems, would part 0f the local public, it is granted same story would be repeated to the
other name that the achieving of statehood and Its con
for
It
any
up
referred
be
would
give
law
time
a
unIn
find
and
New
that
would
stitution as 'Oklahoma's
Mexico there are thou
supporters
carry,
D, the Santa Fe officials and that this
sequent prosperity.
zoological
sands of acres of land which may be less the owners of cows whacked up ancient caDital Is at last being: given people. The fellows who had a pe- could be mentioned.
garden of freaks.'
'There is no danger of Arizona ev
"Mr. Taft and Congressional lead- Uk.m up under the fcomestead laws and fought with vigor. With the cow a square deal,
cuniary interest in the adoption of
There are some very small and er being cursed with . an Oklahoma
measure would spend money and
of the nation, and the great amount question settled and the munlclpall- ers were in deep earnest when
any
they
narrow-minde- d
people who object to constitution or anything akin to that
-- ,
. 4i.
uv, energy and get the votes they needed;
provided In the enabling act against of publicity given to the possibilities ty having footed the election bill, an- of legislative
collection
would Spanish being taught in the public grotesque
the
a freak constitution by inserting the for the homeseeker and the home-make- other crank would ask for a referen- of
bulk
,
the
community
t
ih
H. Taft ls
In the west and southwest, dum on a state law to compel auto- and one vic- schools ot New Mexico. In many of freaks so long as William
clause which says that our constitu,8 $85i918B89i or 3O,O00,000 stay away from the polls
Mex,
cities and even coun- President of the United States. But
tion must be presented to them for have provoked an enormous inquiry mobiles to send a foot runner ahead more
, thu commonwealtai. ious measure after the other would be the progressive
tnM
than
trom all portions of the country.
measures try districts ot other commonwealths, boastful claims of those advocating
ui mrui iu uuuuuuce uneir commK. The
approval.
per capita assessment of Arizona fastened upon the public,
now has a place on, the cur such 'Isms', while not taken seriously
"Yes. New Mexico, Is looking for- 1 ne automobile owners would be bled
"The sensible citizens of this terriis $430, and that of New Mexico Is which no legislature would dare to Spanish
in
towns and $175.
critand
riculum
its usefulness should be at home, are receiving attention and
tory, who, fully understanding
thiB ward to a great era of prosperity for campaign expenses,
the
on
account
of
savage
Arizona, therefore, far more broach
the outside world that ls hurting
than
this
in
more
situation, are urging the people to Of course, locally, the subject just counties would be rent in twain over extravagant than New Mexico,
apparent
Territory
but
good
what
It
icism
would
receive,
spend
be conservative and adopt such a con now uppermost in the minds of the so "momentous" a proposition and as
the halting the flood tide of business prosmore on Its public lnstltu- would criticism of so indefinite a body anywhere else, on account of
perity that our people rightly expect
and ing much
stitution as will meet approval at people la making the constitution for to peace from political .strife
of
the
closeness
republic
neighboring
do?
tbe
as
NtW
public
ha9a 'owe,r.
ed would come with the passage of
th".n
Washington, are performing a duty the new state, and for the next twelve freedom from bills for election, there
with its millions of Spanish speaking
the statehood bill. Once the Septemthey owe to the people. They will not lnonuhs we will have about as much could be no thought of It as long as ties have each a
the Youths Cominhabitants.
Says
Bos
a
assessment
Is
made
The
higher
by
ber elections are over and the elecsuggestion
in New
be deterred from the continued per- politics
Mexico as 1b Initiative, referendum and recall ex- than
any New Mexico county while ton student that the librarian of the panion:
tion of a Republican majority assures
formance of this duty by talk from not
to the isted.
allotted
ordinarily
Porto
out one. Apache, has an assessment
Since the Philippines and
the country that Arizona will adopt a
public library In each town keep a
Democratic politicians about 'Repub citizen of tbe great and grow.
lower tJian that of Santa Fe county.
under
the
American
flag
acrap book of carefully culled and Rico came
reasonable constitution,
capital and
We
not
southwest.
lican mreats,' nor will they be ing
are
Sam Blum, chairman of the public!- - Is It that 'Arizona
so much richer Indexed articles from the press re- the study of Spanish bas been a much
silenced by the whines of any danger lacking In politicians; we could loan ty committee of the World's Panama than New Mexico Is
population, now waiting on the threshat
our
more
volume
elective
or
a
that
colleges;
the
science
town.
Such
popular
lating to the
old will no longer delay their comous newspaper that falsely claims to Colorado a few to great advantage,
Exposition Company, has honored the of adequate and equalized assessing would be a log book of local events, and now In at least two large cites,
De Republican.
ing and business the territory over
just now most of them are candidates New Mexican with a map which of property Ls so much better under- - would preserve
the published reminis Boston and Philadelphia, It ls strong
There is not 'threat' in the state for the Senate. A desire to repre- proves conclusively
that New Or- - stood In the neighboring territory? cences of pioneers, the story of the ly urged that the language be added may be expected to look up and that
Oklahoma
ment that If we adopt a constitution sent the new state In tbe upper leans Is the
logical point at which to Arizona shows a gain of $3,268,591 in town's progress and other Items ot to the lengthening list of studies in promptly. Meantime the
full of 'isms' it will be rejected at House of the national Congress is not bold the World's Panama
New great value to the future historian, In the public schools. At West Point, for boosters must take the responsibility
Exposition assessment since last year;
for the postponement
of Arizona's
Washington and statehood postponed confined to the members of tbe domi In 1915. The map has accomplished Mexico will show a loss, Which fig. such form that he could get at them. obvious
reasons, the study of Spanish boom.
for another ten years. It to a simple nant party the Republicans
In New the business and the New Mexican ls ures will
Impress the capitalist and Wlhat a wealth of memories, for In- Is compulsory, and the commer
statement of pregnant fact which the Mexico.
a
There are
"The kind of 'prosperity' which Okgreat many for New Orleans as against San the homeseeker more, the high
stance, ls recalled, each day, by the cial world realizes that the language
people of Arizona will heed, or for Democrats who believe tbey have Francisco.
lahoma ls enjoying under her constiThe only town that
ls sessment and low tax rate of Arizona publication In the New Mexican of ls a
in winning the trade
great
help
ever regret their failure to heed.
better than a fighting chance.
tution is evidenced by the decrease
shown on the wide expanse between or the low assessment and tbe high events recorded that day twenty
of the sixty million Spanish-speakin"Mr. Taft and the Congressional
'Even in tlhe west there seems to Fort Worth on the east, Denver on tax rate of New Mexico?
during the last year of ten millions
years before. Suppose such a scrap Americans."
leaders are not
nolltl- - be a great lack of information as to the north, San Diego on the west and
dollars In tlhe bank deposits of that
of
book had been kept for Santa Fe ever
clans like the local statemen who are the prospects of the new state
state. The Oklahoma brand could be
along Galveston on the south, ls flanta Fe.
The Democrats of Bernalillo county since newspapers have been publish
Denver
writer
the
of
The
editorial
o glibly telling us that the attitude
depended to do as much for Arizona."
agricultural lines. The amount of Even El Paso Isn't there and as to
events Times sums
of Washington is a 'bluff' and that water which may be made" available Phoenix or Albuquerque or any other have discovered a beautiful excuse for ed in this country and recorded
up the demand in Colo
not having a direct primary for the that occurred here. Most of those rado for the Initiative, referendum, re'Taft and Congress will not dare' to for
Irrigation purposes, through stor old town, as far as tbe New Orleans
Only seven eleotlons have been
items are irretrievably lost in scat call and direct primary as follows;
do so and so. Mr. Taft and the Con- age, Is but
in twelve
poorly appreciated even
newspaper
convention.
constitutional
But the people who know no his held at Enid, Oklahoma,
They tered volumes of dusty
,
gressional leaders mean exactly what among our own people. The truth Is
Th. J.n h!
fllea.
But it ls not too late to start tory are clamoring for direct legisla months, under the beneficent provisowthey say.
the great majority knows nothing that Santa Fe Is 1351 miles from New awoke to the fact yesterday that
It
ions of the recall, referendum, Initiasuch a
book now. Eventually
"It Is becoming more and more evi- about .surface and torrential flows, al Orleans and 1286 miles from San ing to the late date it will be Impos- would scrap a storehouse ot valuable tion as though it were a modern in
tive and direct primary. No wonder
prove
sible to hold a primary," or, at least,
dent every day that statehood will though they witness every
novation, while Mr. Qreenman knows
town
Its
and
the Francisco, is a reminder of another
the
about
Information
year
Enid lost In population the past year
that ls the way the Albuquerque Tribube In great jeopardy unless Republi- going to waste of
that would be consulted often-e- r that direct legislation waB the system for the voters evidently have no time
enough water to map, one that ls two hundred and ne-Citizen
"The people
cans control the constitutional con- quadruple the
which preceded that conception of par
puts it. It addB:
on
dozen
other
books
half
than
Irrigated area more years old, that may be found In
present
any
for
anything but politics. The state
vention."
of New Mexico,"
liamentary government upon which
the New Mexico Historical rooms and convention will name the party's can- the library Bhelves.
the constitution of this country was capital election cost the county In
which shows Santa Fe and New York didates for delegate." The real fact
which Enid ls located $1,200, the other
The health authorities of AlbuquerThat the
New Mexico accepts the provisions founded by one of the most remark elections cost
of the United as the only two places In the vast ls tht the few bosses of the party
even more, Three milque are to be congratulated upon the States could railways
men ever noted in
be rebuilt for 140,030 per area that now constitutes the United luuna ll inconvenient to wuik uien of the enabling act In good faith. Any able assemblages of
at talk of
morougnness with which they stamp mile and
will through tbe direct primary
A thousand years lion dollars is a conservative estihistory.
Slates.
political
of
New
This
ttiat
Orleans
is
map
any
repudiating
part
that
that
railroad
the total
mate of the cost to state, county, and
ed out scarlet fever In the Duke City.
them act comeB from
Irresponsible source ago the Wltenagemote tried out the
stocks and bonds outstanding average certainly flattering and if Santa Fe this time; it ls a new game to
From the start they took the
and
public only $45,600 per mile, 1b the assertion had only taken in its suburbs last and they must first go to Oklahoma and any threat, that after New Mexi- Idea of direct legislation now being town authorities, to candidates
into their confidence and Instead of
year when It had a chance but what's to learn, where the direct primaries co Is once in the Union aB a state, it demanded by Governor Shafroth, and political organizations, in Oklahoma,
the
Contractor."
of
That
"Engineering
seeking to suppress the news of exare doing the will of the bosses even will change Its constitution so as to abandoned it ultimately for represen for one year's elections and primaries.
the use of talking?
isting conditions for fear that the re- would mean that the physical value of
more beautifully and profitably than avoid some of the guarantees demand- tative government; and in Oregon to- - A couple more yearB like that and It
port might hurt the city, they an- the 8,000 miles of railroad In New
There isn't a paper in the United did the
convention.
ed by the enabling act, Is buncombe. day they are trying to sneak back will bankrupt even so rich a state aB
Mexico Is about $120,000,000, which
nounced that twenty-fiv- e
cases were
States, except It be, perhaps, The ApThe majority of the people are not from the awful confusion of direct Oklahoma.
under quarantine and asked the co- conforms to the estimate put out by peal to Reason, that has not express- If It Is well to make the legislature repudlators and what Is written in the legislation to the more coherent and
operation of the city authorities
to the census bureau. As tbe railroads ed horror and sorrow at the attempt- - subsidiary to Initiative, referendum constitution, will likely remain the orderly methods of responsible and
In an Interview in the Tribune-Citizen- ,
stamp out the epidemic. The city are only a small portion of the tangi- ed assassination of Mayor Gaynor. It and recall, why not extend this bene- fundamental law of the state for deliberative enactments."
Chairman W. B. Walton of the
authorities compiled with that re- ble wealth of New Mexico, It Is no ls a
to
flcent
the
health
the
of
of
the
Why
to
at
system
or
until
Judiciary?
body
proof
many years
come,
least,
Democratic central committee of (Die
was strictly
quest), quarantine
exaggeration to claim that there is politic when the condemnation of the not have lawsuits decided by a vote present conditions are outgrown.
enten
counot
In
the twenty-siJust
territory, last evening announced:
forced, and as a result the quarantine property wltbln the Territory of the dastardly deed la so universal. How- - of the people? The New Mexican
ties are there tickets in tlhe field thus "We will
the constitutional
on the last case was lifted yesterday. enormous value of $500,000,000.
If the spread of socialistic and sures the voters that In case crluil-The New Mexican calls attention to far, which demonstrates that the ma- convention carry a doubt." In his
beyond
During all this time, only one hew
anarchlstlc views that are beglnnlng1 nal cases were tried at popular elec- a letter from Judge E. A. Mann In an- jority of politicians still believe In own
Silver
the
paper,
City Independcase was reported, for the foci from
The Tribune Citizen informs
an ta permeat every community and in- - Hons, there would be a good many other column, which gives food for the short
campaign, The causes may ent, he sang a different tune however,
which the germs were being dissemi- anxious world that the Democrats are feet even such great
as that more hangings in Santa Fe
county thought and presents clearly that the bo various, but the most potent Is for there he acknowledged that with
parties
nated had been located and by not against corporations, that they of the Democracy, the day may come, than there have been In the past, and Initiative and referendum Is subverthat of the great cost to those who the utmost effort the Democrats
stringent sanitary measures were wip- never Intended to be. And thus Jove when such deeds as that of Tuesday the old town might even get rid of sive of the Republican form of gov run for office. This ls not as It should
"may" have a possible chance of elect
ed out. It is a lesson to other towns deprives himself of his only
In that. ernment established by the constitu b but under
morning may be acclaimed by the some of Its obstructionists
present conditions can- ing 45 of the 100 delegates, but that
and cities that should be heeded.
tion of the United States.
many and denounced by only the few. manner,
not be helped.
they counted only on 31 for sure,
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Opens the First AnnualChau-tauquat That Famous

-

Will Brilliant
Nevertheless Santa
ly lllumlmte Its Depot at
Pueblo.

a

Pueblo, Colo., Aug. 13. Visitors at
the Sixteenth Nutional Irrigation Congress, Albuquerque, 1908, will remem-
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It Will Take Over Electric In View of Statehood and
corporation Constitution
Light Plant in the
Is Revised
Artesian City

ber the wonderful and clever electric
piece emblematic of the Santa Fe ad
Resort.
vertising sign, that was suspended
over the Hotel Alvarado and cast its
brilliant lights over the town each
APPOINTMENTS
NABQR ORTIZ BROUGHT BACK evening. It was the talk of the

linnmniirUT

Anm.i

In

ROLLS ARRIVE
Figures for Year 1910 Will
Be About Same as
Last Time

by

...

Declare for Initiative and Referendum
Conn
and for
vention.
The following resolutions were re
ported to the meeting at the court
bouse last evening:
Mr. Chairman and Fellow Citizens.

lllfll
w

I
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AIM

llrlulh iii

Important 'Irrigation Project
in Southern Santa Fe
County Approv

We, your committee on resolutions
beg leave to report the following:
The citizen of Santa Fe county. New
BIG POWER PLANT IS PLANNED
ADDED HORSE THIEVES ARE CAPTURED Mexico, in mass meeting assembled,
GOVERNOR FIVE NEW MEMBERS
having regard to the importance of
laying the foundation of our organic
Cloud.
The Santa Fe does not propose to
Aid in the Public Mounted Policeman A. A Sena law deep and true, and preserving in Governor M lis Will Go to
to
Committee
Institute
Teachers'
at Curry County
on
civil
Territorial Engineer Leaves on do quite such a handsome thing
croft
of
Chautauqua
tact those principles
liberty
Makes Important Arrest
Reception Next Saturday
in connec
Pueblo, September
Breaks All Records for
and popular government which have
Two Weeks' Trip of
Monday.
Santa Rosa.
tion with the eighteenth sessions or
Evening,
at
our
from
to
us
down
come
fathers;
Attendance.
'
the Irrigation congress, yet has some
Territory.
In a crisis like tlhls
that
and
believing
on Mon
definite and beautiful designs In mind.
The New Mexico Archaeological
Territorial Traveling Auditor C. V. that partisan politics should have no Governor Mills will leave
Governor Mills today
Industrial Commissioner R. E. Wil
met at the Old Palace last Safford Is beginning to receive the as- nart or Dlace and that private ambi day for Cloudcroft to address the new
M. A. Otero
Terltorlal Treasurer
Society
Colfax
was in .timn n Charette of Cimarron,
son of the Santa Fe, who
In the absence of President sessment rolls of the different coun tion should give way to the public Chautauqua assembly which convenes
today received the following remit- Pueblo recently, discuBsed this with nnnntv a momher of the board of evening.
John R. McFie, Dr. Edgiir L. Hewett ties. Three were received today and weal; no now hereby declare and
on Monday.
tances: From Otero county f 408.41 ; congresB and exposition officers, with trustees of the Now Mexico Reform
Secrctai-Paul A. F. uhe total assessment reported by tnese
presided.
Notaries Public.
Lincoln (1,491.63; Torrance $1,096.01; Dr. R. W. Corwln, chairman of "the Bchool at Springer.
Treasurer Charles E. for 1910 is: Socorro $2,423,246; Mcwe declare In favor of the se
Walter
and
That
committee on decorations of the board
Governor Mills today appointed Rob$2,269,- - lection of delegates to the constitu
Notaries Public Appointed.
were present.
Union 11,201.63; Chaves $1,189.47.
$1,168,304.23;
Curry
Kinley
Llnney
and local
of control, city officials,
Governor Mills today appointed
The treasurer reported a balance of D97. Luna county sent in an abstract tional convention, without reference ert L. Graves of Roswell, Chaves
Supreme Court.
Santa Fe agents and officials.
who
allegiances,
in nast Doiltical
O. Barrett of Plnos Altos, (50.18 after paying all bills and tlOO showing that Ub assessment H
Robert
submitted
were
cases
county a notary public.
The following
As the result, there will probably be Grant countv:
Leonor Mollnar, of for the completion of the Rlto de los
The total for the territory shall be committed to those princi This afternoon, Governor Mills ap
to the territorial supreme court tosomewhat similar, though smaller,
the
L.
as
same
last
the
which
John
year
be
of
Old
will
promise
Palace.
government
Dona Ana county;
probably
pies
Frijoles room In the
day:
electric piece flashed over Pueblo Rodney,
Jacob Blum of Falrvlew,
The following were elected to mem- as gains In some counties are offset greatest good to the greatest num pointed
Boyle, of Raton, Colfax county, and
Im- each
No. 1250, Eagle Mining and
evening during the eighteenth
ana
Borne
Fe
in
Santa
who
believe that "government de Sierra county, and Fanny J. Carithers
losses
of
heavy
Quay
Frank
Mrs.
ber,
Tucumcarl,
by
F. Seaman,
Jesse Nusbaum,
John
bership:
In
error
other
will
also
be
There
sessions.
provement Company, plaintiff
rives Its Just powers from the con of King, Chaves county, notaries pub
W, Clancy, Mrs. H. S. Kaune, Brian of the dry farming counties.
vs. R. B. Lund, defendant In error. electrlcul displays on the part of this county, notaries public.
Territorial Funds.
sent of the governed," and who will lic.
Dunne and K. M. Chapman. The
Territorial Funds.
No. 1337, P. H. Ooesllng et al ap- road.
M.
A.
Otero stand for the rights of the people as
Territorial Treasurer
Territorial Funds.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero chairman was authorized to appoint a
The Santa Fe has decided that It
pellees, vs. Gross, Kelley & Co., apreceived from Warden Cleofcs against the allied powers of commerhas
In
to
aid
recepthe
of
five
remitcommittee
Treasurer M. A. Otero
Territorial
cannot make an agricultural exhibit today received the following
chief
pellants.
among
And
$476.05
the
Romero
and
of
cialism
penitentiary
greed.
received $1,142.26 from the
In connection with the National Irri tances:
From Sierra county, $971.38; tion to be tendered the regents, staff convicts' earnings.
Territorial Engineer on Trip.
we
today
declare
the
of
these
people,
rights
and students of the School of Arch
treasurer of Eddy county.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul- gation Exposition, for the reason that from Roosevelt county, $1,207.64.
In favor of the following:
Incorporation.
aeology upon the throwing open to
to
livan has left on a two weeks' trip it Is hardly possible for It to do bo at
Incorporation.
to
Incorporations.
filed
the
were
of
The
people
right
papers
First.
Incorporation
of the Puye and Rito de los
a
Incorporation papers were filed to
of the territory. From here be went the present time. It has a fine ex
Incorporation papers were filed to the publicrooms on Saturdaw
day In the office of Territorial Secre inaugurate legislation by petition of
evening,
Insurance Unthe
and
Frijoles
to Carrlzozo on good roads and water hibit (however, of Irrigation scenes
Secreday
voters
by
tneTerritorial
of
the
numaiao certain per cent
tary Nathan Jaffa by
day In the office of
and
20.
matters. From Carrlzozo he will go along the Santa Fe lines, which it IS
Martinez and Sons Mercantile Com their right to demand a reference to derwriters of Phoenix, Arizona,
Nathan Jaffa, by the Roawell Gas August
tary
and
discussion
to San Juan county to examine care- contemplating bringing to Pueblo to and Electric Light Company, at 108 After considerable
Union them at a general election of any leg- Albuquerque, New Mexico. The in
Moines,
of North Des
pany
the
are:
Edwin
article
directors
by article,
fully Into the Irrigation situation up be Installed probably fn Mineral pal North Main street. Roswell, which consideration,
county. The New Mexico agent is islation enacted by tfhelr general as corporators and
1999 snares;
there and from there will go to the ace, where the sesBlons of the con takes over the present plant from W, following revised constitution was
Runmldo Martinez and the Incorpora sembly. In other words, we neartny E. Forstall of Phoenix,
into
of
W.
McRae
as
a
corner
Albuquerque, 1999
of the Territory gress will be held.
southeastern
Btep preliminary
The adopted
and directors: Rumaldo Martinez favor the Initiative and the referen Jay
of Albuquerque.
tors
H
Glilenwater,
E. Wood, of Alon Irrigation and road matters at
In many other ways the Santa f e
30 shares; Mrs. Soledad P. Martinez dum as an essential principle or popu shares; and Francis
Mexico agent Is Lucius K. Mc- corporation.
Article I.
Its decided approval New
tne buquerque, 2 shares. The capitaliza
is manifesting
Carlsbad, Eddy county.
eovernment recognizing
$ shares; Juan 0. Martinez 20 shares; lar
John Ran
his
notary,
Oaffev.
and
$500,000 divided Into 50,000
of the big Pueblo events next fall,
1
This organization shall be known as
B. Martinez
Captain Fornoff Returns.
share; right of the citizenship as the authors tion Is and
dolph St John, of Roswell, yesterday the Archaeological Society of New Mrs. Juanlta
p
the company begins busiCaptain Fred Fornoff returned on and lending its assistance and
The and finishers of all statute unoer shares
Frank P. Martinez 28 shares.
the incorporation pa
riled
afternoon
with $2,000.
ness
shall be to pre
and
move
Its
Into
live
and
purpose
Is
Mexico.
Saturday evening from Los Angeles, eration to the plans for the success
must
divided
$50,000
which they
is
capitalization
Two Big Projects Approved.
The rates pers in person. The capitalization
historic and prehlstorlo re- 500 shares. The paid up capital is have their being.
California, with Nabor Ortiz, who Is of these undertakings.
$500,000 Is common serve the
L.
Vernon
Territorial
Engineer
monuments and noted $8,000.
wanted In Torrance county tor obtain made by the road, as heretofore stat IK7S.000 of which
ancient
Second. We declare that we win
mains,
The
6,000 shares.
into
divided
stock,
to
has approved application No.
calculated
and
Sullivan
and
candidate
ed, are excellent,
southwest,
the
of
assist
landmarks
ing money under false pretenses.
or
Police.
any
Mounted
not
Arrested
By
support
1,000
Into
divided
409, H. C. Kinsell and J. M. Reeves,
A. L. Lawshee Appointed Indian Agent bring great orowds from territory remainder, $75,000,
moUo thorn known to the world; to
Captain Fred Fornoff of the terri- whn will not labor for a provision in
an Irrigation project
shares, Is to be preferred stock. The nromote archaeological and ethnologl torial
Thlr Assistant Postmaster General traversed by the road.
mounted police announced to the constitution retaining the capltol of Stanley, for
with
$2,000.
business
A. L. Lawshee who spent the past
President Ripley of the Santa Fe company begins
collaborate with the day that Mounted Policeman A. A. of New Mexico at the city of Santa of the utmost importance to southern
to
cal
research;
are.
directors
and
Santa Fe county. The proposition Is
year at Dripping Springs, Dona Ana has officially and heartily commended Th Incornorators
Will .state and national governments, state Sena of Las Vegas has arrested two Fe for the period provided in tne
to
dam Armljo arroyo and a tributary
national
Irrigation i .,,,.1.1. v McOaffev. 4 Bhares;
Gacounty, with his family, for his health, the eighteenth
act.
educational
men
and
at
scientific
Santa
wanted
much
Rosa,
H, institutions,
the arroyo for the purpose of storing sufin
has accepted the position of agent at congress and the national Irrigation n Sweet PMward A. Cahoon, Hal
individuals
wanta
favor
and
Gabriel
We
Chacon
provision
and
briel
Third.
Anaya,
private
auuuer, organizations
ths Kemas Canon agency of the Na exposition. The literature put out by Hnnrfrldr HarWOOd P.
arts ed in Lincoln county for horse theft. constitution Itself against special leg-- ficient water to Irrigate 13,000 acres
J. Jaffa, In the conservation of the native
Joseph
twice a year thus supplementing the
and The stolen horses were recovered.
vajo reservation In Arizona. He will the road Is also very attractive and Aurellus Prult,
lalntlnn.
of
southwest,
the
architecture
and
Charles C. Cade and William A. Dunn,
have under him 65 civil service em fully advertises the congress and
a provision in dry farming operations. The land to
favor
We
Fourth.
wortny
all
to
promote
in
general
the be covered is almost all homesteaded
each 2 shares, and all of Rosweu.
ployes. Mr. Lawshe will retain hlB
If your liver is sluggish and out of the constitution itself limiting
movements that have for their object
lies on a perfect slope between
In Session.
New Mexico citizenship.
of knowledge of, and tone, and you feel dull, bilious, con right of counties and municipalities and
Supreme Court Not
advancement
the
Stanley and the New Mexico Central
ot inaeoieuuen
The territorial supreme court ad Interest in, the historic past of the stipated, take a dose of Chamuerlain's In the creation
NEW MEXICO MAN
GOOD ROADS COMMISSION
railroad, including the townslte of
atternoon
CARRIES OFF HONOR8. journed yesterday
Stomach and Liver Tablets tonight be- hnnripd or otherwise.
southwest.
The flow is estimated at
tne Stanlev.
WILL BUILD HIGHWAY.
in
a
favor
We
provision
Fifth.
will
feel
Monday morning.
all right
fore retiring and you
Article II.
a
the governor 42.92 second feet and the project is
Made the Highest Score In Recent Record Breaking Teachers' institute.
constitution
empowering
be
shall
all
In the morning. Sold by
druggists,
The officers of this society
Insrtuc-tloPublic
or parts of appropria- floodwater proposition, the idea being
of
Sam's
Uncle
Fifteen Hundred Dollars Appropriated
of
veto
Practice
to
secre
part
any
Superintendent
a
Target
nrasldent. a
to store 10,196.9 acre feet during the
tion bills and approve the residue
By County Commissioners for
James E. Clark reports that the
Navy.
a corresponding secretary and a TOM HALL HAS GIVEN BOND
ot the assembly annual spring floods and again during
to
the
right
CHARGE.
Thoroughfare,
MURDER
IN
others' institute for Curry county. tary,
subject
one
otner
eiecteu
with
The main reser-- .
treasurer, who
vote ot eacn nouao w the summer rains.
by
To be the best shot on the best which was in Beslson tour wee, member shall constitute the board ot
will be created by a dam 85 feet
voir
veto.
said
over
attendance,
for
11.
same
A half shooting battleship In the world is the broke all records
Deming, N, M., Aug.
may Lightning Struck a Power Line Con nass
Local
143 feet wide at the bottom and
Only five directors,
reInch of rain fell In Demlug yesterday honor that has come to a New Mexico -,- hiMi wax 125 teachers.
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The Rov. Joseph Pugens of the
and
Liver
of
and mucous surfaces of the system. merly occupied by Dr. John P. Wag pimples, dandruff and all other forms
allow
ach,
Torpid
complexions
of skin or scalp affections whether on Cathedral, Is back home after a pleasTestimonials sent free. Price 76 cents ner on Washington avenue.
blotches,
Constipation.
pimples
Land Commissioner R. P, Ervlen infant or grown person. Will you try ant trip to Penasco, Rlto, Mora and
per bottle. Sold by; all Druggists.
recommendation? Lns Vegas, the most of It overland.
con- - has returned from a trip to Demlng, a bottle on our
to
ia
Take Hall's Family Pills f
s
reStripling-BurrowCo.'s drug store.
Luna county. He reports that the
STRIPLIN0-9URR0WMrs. Mills has changed hor calling
5.
A CO.
patlon.
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HONORABLE

MADE BY

ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL
Statement
Derogatory to
Colonel George W. Prlchard In
Editorial Columns.

Retracts

BE

The Albuquerque Morning Journal
at the heart of Its editorial
No Law to Prevent Their recently under
tthe heading a "State
columns,
Election to Constitutional
ment to the Public," made the amende
W.
honorable to Colonel
George
Convention
Pilchard of thlB city whom It had
libeled hv mllinir hlra "a grafter."
been used too freely
That word
NOT TO
MRRHIRE ARMS at Sunta Fe,hasalso against persona in
nnhllK office, but unfortunately those
who made use of It, were careful to
Officer of the National Guard fix their fences bo as to avoid prosecution and did not possess the deSubject to Same Law at
cency that prompted the Journal to
Civilian.
retract Ub accusation. Said the Jour- -

.. , ilUUlUOl
T. Cato WorafnM of Txindnn. wit
. MUIUIUK
i iIS U
i
I n
..in.,j IU
today appointed a commissioner of announce tnat the long pending libel
deeds for New Mexico In Great Brit 8ult 0, colonel George W. Prlchard
ain and iroiana.
against this paper has been disposed
nf In a mnnner which is alike Honor- Territorial Fundi.
A.
Otero
M.
Territorial Treasurer
able and satisfactory to all concerned.
has received $551.99 from Grant coun Colonel Prlchard and his attorneys
'
have always Insisted that one of the
ty.
objectionable publications upon which
Intruranee Business.
was In law, and In
Superintendent of Insurance Jaco-- j the suit was based
ner- bo Chaves received omciai nounca ' fnrt a llliplnua nttnrk nnon the
.,
HnrrAtv c.nm. aonal and financial Integrity of the
r.inho MW.V.J
thif
U3 UWUO
IIU11
lU.k iho
reinsured its plaintiff, while the Morning Journal
City has
pany of, Kansas
,
,
It WaS nO
n .halhaa
- nlwuva
' "J- - Imitated thflt
j,
UUSIUWO 1U
luo
OUlBianUlUg UUUUlUg
Commercial TruBt Company and that more than legitimate criticism of his
the latter will shortly apply for ad - 'official acts, and was not open to the
mission to do business in New Mex- - construction sought to be put upon It.
How It would have been construed by
jco
'the courts will now never be known.
The Fidelity & Deposit Company of
Journal freely concedes
Mtlmnr.. Md.. havin amended Its 'The Morning
If the use of the . word 'grar er
charter, is now authorized to write' '""t
to which the most serious objection
casualty policies
was made, In connection with the
Stream Measurement Work.
Trelford investigation, bad been made
D.
C.
Assistant Territorial Engineer
with Intent to call in Question the
Miller and W. B. Freeman of the U.
,,.. mtem-itnf Colonel Prlchard.
S. Geological Survey are at Rio Gran- - sudli uge wouW haV(J been unju8tl.
de twenty miles north of here today, flable gnd beIou( and tnat a Judg.
measuring the flow of the Rio Grande. ment for damageB wouId .ecessarily
National Guard Offlcera to Carry haye mowei , tne case lf pontiff's
Arm Only When on Duty.
had been adopted by the
j construction
(court. Colonel Prlchard having, In a
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes,
i
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
manly and dignified way. Indicated to
Dear Sir: In response to your oral counsel for the Morning Journal that
Inquiry as to the right of officers of he was not prosecuting the action fore
the National Guard to carry arms, I 'pecuniary gain, but merely for a
to say that I am of opinion that dlcation, and that he did not desire
when engaged In the discharge of to profit pecuniarly as a result of the
their official dutias they may carry case, the Morning Journal, In that
will always
such armB as are necessary for that ' spirit which it is hoped
authorized Its
purpose. I do not believe that they characterize this paper,
of-have any right, by virtue of their j counsel to withdraw its answer and
...
...., at anv mnfAKfl luricment for one thousand
i.,
which Judgment was
other time any more than any other .dollars and costs,
imniorilatelv satisfied In full uuon pay
citizen.
costs
ment of the
by the defendant,
Tours truly,
nninnol Prlohard declined to permit
FRANK W. CLANCY,
the Morning Journal to pay and uis
Attorney General. 'counsel
declined to receive any
Officials May Be Delegate
tion for serviceB rendered In the
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. il, iiu.
eage tQ tne plantllfi . although this
At-- ,
,
Hon. Alexander Read, District
A
gerT.
torney, Tierra Amarilla, N. M.
the right to criticize
ices
clalmng
Dear Sir I have your letter of the
c actJ o pub,lc offlcerB
8th inst. I know of no provision of clrcumstance.
may warrant, this pa-law by Which you would be disquau-- ,
disclalm8 any intention to as- neo a QBieg"
" sault private character, and Insists
-convention on account of being dts- - . .
iipeation aeainst the flnan- a
statute
is
There
trict attorney.
ot colonel Prlchard was
ofca,
,ntegrRy
the United States which provides thatintended, and admits that
any officer whose compensation Is as guch & charge 1( made wouM nave
UlUUU UB .l,UVV pVJI "."'.
been eroslv libelous.
appointed to or hold any other office
"D. A. MACPHERSON."
to which, compensation is attacnea,
which
statute
the
and this must be
August time, tells on the nerves.
you have had in mind. I do not under
no ambition feel- -- -.
that --sniHtlpns.
r
stand, however, that the law applies
to anything except offices held underling can be easily and quickly altered
the United States, and it does not in by taking what Is known to druggists
Restora- any way relate to territorial offices, everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
dvuir n.iw uc0.uu.UB
such as the one which you hold.
live, witnin
in uaa tha Reatorative. Improvement
YourB truly,
FRANK W. CLANCY,
will me noticed. Of course, full health
return,
ine
Attorney General will not immediately
Road,
however, will surely follow. And
Silver
nnnit Pnada Enffineer J. D. Merl best of all, you will realize and feel
wether will leave tomorrow for Silver your strength and ambition as It U
City, taking with him twelve convicts returning. Outside influences depress
narvAfl"
then thfl
nMa .....
Aw .V.n
u.nilB. . n runliAO
i uiak iuo
irom ine pbiiilouh"'.
.di.ww thORA
whose termB has expired on the Sit stomach, Heart and Kidneys will usuver City Mogollon road construction. ally fall. Strengthen these falling
Restorative
niih nr Rhnnn'a
Supreme Court.
in thn territorial supreme court, and' see how quickly health will be
this forenoon, the interesting Albu- yours again. Sold by Stripling BurMunicipality election cases, rows Co.
Nos. 1339 and 1340 were argued and
submitted. They involve the ques- PUTTING IN LARGER POWER
PLANTS FOR IRRIGATION.
tion who was elected mayor of the
the
City of Albuquerque this spring,
That the Water
present Democratic Incumbent Felix Indications MultiplyBeen Solved In
Problems Has
Lester holding the place because of a
the Valley of Mimbrei.
of
majority of one vote on the face
the returns, while the Republicans
Demlng, N. M., Aug. 11. Dr. W.
claim that they elected Doctor Elder
La.,
of Pickering,
W.
Hammons
with a clear majority.
hnuirht the Osborne nlace one and a
Case No. 1291, S. J, Weaver, appelwas half miles southeast of Demlng, and
lant, vs. A. W. Weaver, appellee,
after- will begin developing the place imargued and submitted yesterday
Mr. Osborn has bought
noon. CaBe No. 1323, Lsb Vegas Rail- mediately.
another place six miles south of
Wilway and Power Company, and
Demlng. He has a small pumping
liam A. Duddecke, appellants, vs. The
on this place now, but will put
Trust Company of St. Louis county, plant
in a Inrire nlant this fall which will
submitted
appellee, was argued and
take care of the entire quarter sec
this afternoon.
tion.
et
Priest
E.
Case No. 1342, George
Two showers fell in Demlng last
al., vs. Board of Town Trustees of Las night. The register at the 8. P. defor the term.
s
continued
was
of
Vegas,
pot show a precipitation
of an inch.
BUILDING BOOM IS ON
David Hicks, of Kokonio, Ind., Is
CITY.
IN WINDMILL
visiting his nephew, Mr. C. B, Hicks.
E. E. Brlggs, of Durango, uoio, is
DolAlmost Two Hundred Thousand
visiting his cousin Lee Ruasell.
W. C. Wallls lhas returned from Callars Is Being Put Into New '
ifornia.
Structures at Present,
A. W. Pollard has gone to hU old
are home in Portage, Wis., to spend his
Demlng, N. M. Aug. 11. There
one
construction
summer vacation.
now in course of
thousand dolPierce Hughes, of the Clark Grohundred and sixty-tw- o
in
Demlng.
of
cery Company, is spending a two
buildings
lars' worth
Gold weeks' vacation ln the mountains.
The store of Stenson and Son, on
new
A. B. Crawford, postofflce Inspector
avenue, Is Just coinplted. The
cement block store of M. M. Killlnger, with headquarters at Albuquerque, is
on Silver avenue, Is well under wayi in Demlng today.
W. W. Crawford has gone to Cam-brathe brick work on the machine Bliop
Is
to put up an adobe house for
and garage of Knowles & Rowland
Hnl Kerr.
completed; workmen are now laying
a
Mica lTMher Ttollrh Is snendlng
courtbrick on the second story of the hoB-fo- r
few days with friends In Silver City.
y
brick
house; the new
A. Brnhm, of Los Angeles; h. J.
oocupancy with- R
Hrnrtv nf Ran Marclal. and R.
ln another month; am,
John on of Loa Angeles, are regisuw
awe.,
of substantial
ttt the Wllden.
,
,
is keeping pace w.m me
Texas, C.
o( Bartlett,
J. W. Shlnn
1U1
urns
ThA
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DUBllltJBa
Unwell nf Lob Angeles and H. E.
ao
tliousana
the
forty
gre reglBtere4 at
plans for
will be opened L
victor)a
high school building
.i
onH decided unon. The actual
nhiineJim nlcaded guilty in
T.nnlB
construction work will begin within U. s. Commissioner McKoyes' court
the next two months.
today to the charge of being unlawHe was
.. fullv In the United States.
.
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r
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,
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sure to.follow. Especially cnm two m)les north of Demlng,
and relief Is
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,
a
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case of
whooping cough, Sold by all drug- Commissioner McKoyes in the
'Maud DeLong vs. wiiimui uox.
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rado, and until quite recently no ef- GENERAL SUMMARY OF
WEATHER IN JULY. CAPT.
forts have been made to store and
COL
utilize the vast quantities of flood
Section Director C. E. Llnnty Covers
water.
Entire Territory In His
"It Is only within a few years that
HOME ABLAZE
NATURAL RESERVOIRS thn great Irrigation posslbllltes along
Report.
this watershed have been given any
The temperature during July, conas a whole,
attention. The reason for this Is that sidering the Territory
ffrpntnr nart of the land In these was almost two degrees daily above
Early Morning Fire Burned
But Says Many of Its Waters, "More Valuable Than All rim
counties was Included In land grants the normal, and the highest average
Rear of Spacious
Which
1895
1901,
Mountains
since
They Fall,"
the Minerals in the
(burring
owned by a few Individuals and
temperature
Upon
sufficient staanil used for grazing- nurposes. 76.1 degrees), when
Residence
Have Rushed on to Utter Waste to the Gulf of New
The owners did not want to divide the tions had been established to afford
Mexico Invites Immigration to Make New Mexico
land Into small tracts for settlers, in a fairly reliable mean. A part of
fact settlere were Just what they did Western Mora, western McKlnley and ALARM AROUSED HUNDREDS
Greatest State in Rocky Mountain Region.
not desire. But the settler has come. Grant counties were below the nortemThis means that there will soon be a mal, but otherwise the excess In
Colonel R. K. Twltchell, drat vice levels of the mountains and foothills, cultivated farm on the area of ground perature waB general. The lower Rio Dr.
Knapp and Chauffeur Law
expresident of the Eighteenth National are natural depressions and lakes, formerly required for the maintenance Grande valley had the greatest
less Among First to
decan
more
three
be
utilizsmall
than
at
expense,
cess,
which,
averaging
Irrigation Congress, Pueblo, Septemof a Blngle steer.
a day at Rlncon and the Rio
Volunteer Aid.
was a visitor at the board of ed as reservoliB; while, in the upper
ber
srown under Irrigation grees
crous
'Th
Grande dam. In the southern counties
levels, nearer the sources of the In
control headquarters yesterday.
are
sug
annua,
district
cmeny
this
extlie uionth was warm throughout,
In conversation relative to the work streams, are many favorable slleB ar
Fire, which is supposed to have
beets, wheat oats, barley, beans. cept for one brief cool period from
to where large reserve reservoirs can
of the congress, lta Importance
orchard grass, the 10th to the 14tta, and tempera started from a defective electric light
and
corn,
timothy
peas,
be
constructed at reasonable cost.
communities where held and, generbroke out shortly after midnight
of
bluea-rasand all kinds
tures above 100 degrees were of fre- wire,
"Farmers have learned that the best Kentucky
ally unnn thn Imnortant matters af
ln a rear room of the residence occumelons.
and
central
Including
the
occurrence.
vegetables.
In
garden
water
quent
moun
on
is
the
with
a
reservoir
fecting Irrigation In the Rocky
rlgbt
"It Is a line fruit country, particu- - northern counties not so high tem pied by Captain and Mrs. Henry
behind it. In most Irrigation systems
tain region, Colonel Twltchell saio:
Inrlv fnr Mch nricerl n miles and nearS. perature occurred.
The month was Bardshar on Cathedral street and did
casufficient
has
not
Mexico
which
have
New
Btoruge
"In all Its history,
to
The apples are
criBp and unusually pleasant ln the mountain several hundred dollars damage
streams
at
as
short
the
attention
so
much
never had
pacity,
naturally
before the blaze
Juicy, of finest flavor and keeping districts. Considerable heat occurred wall and furniture
the present time. The early admission j of water In the dryost part or the sea- finalities. Thera are a few Kood orch
over the plains an dthe middle Pecos could be extinguished. The loss Is
nf iha terrltorv as a state, the great son when the farmers need the water
for 36 valley, also In parts of the San Juan said to be fully covered by Insur
been
ards
Vive
that
bearing
landhunger epidemic which seems to most. The soli and subsoil of this to 50 yearB, with very few failures valley, Bloomfleld recorded the high- ance.
ha nrnvalent in the middle and east whnlA district am nulta uniform In
alarm which sounded short
est temperature thus far noted at that The Are
during that time.
ern states, the knowledge that In New character and favorable to the highest
ly after 1 o'clock awoke hundreds, but
station.
Beet
Production.
ftunap
were Blow to get out and find
MptIco there are thousands of acres duty of water. The soli is mostly a
showers of many
are exception- The light, scattered
chocolate-colorewhere the Are was. There were four
sandy .."All the conditions
.
of land which may be taken up under deep, rich,
.
.
,.
followed by a continuation
were
.
June
o
volunteers who arrived at the Bardthe homestead laws of the nation, ana loam, with clay sudsou wnicn noias "J
of of light and very local showers during
shar residence a few minutes after
tv,
given the water where it Is most available under Irrigation. The temperature
,re.r amount of . nubllcity
These did not set ln, as a the alarm was sounded and
mean
for
the
summer
July.
..
the
months,
Thi
in
hnmAaAav.
fni
feature
ornwth
nk.i
.t
among
,u.u.i. im iuo
"h
10 me "UBSlulilllco
the
lOlh
and
to
12th,
tbe
until
'
June, July and August being 70 de- rule,
these were Dr. David Knapp and
er and the homemaker in the west and connection with the fact that the
a long period oi average for the Territory was much Chauffeur Michael Lawless.
followed
by
grees,
occurs
enorand
an
rainfall
They
during
July
clpal
have provoked
characeool dry weather, for npenlng and below the normal. The local
ln
rendered
assistance
valuable
e
thus
was
Bhowers
motis Inquiry from all portions of tne August renders tne duty or water
of
marked,
the
ter
for
production
harvesting, are Ideal
getting water on the flames. A clerk
traordlnarily high
4.20 inches, while
country,
had
Union
Fort
percentin the weather bureau also answered
of a blgh tonage and sugar
Annual Precipitation.
a few miles southwest and conNew Mexico Statehood.
the call.
T
torHlnrlal
fliilllvan
.
.
. An.
iu.mnii u.
- age.
had only 0.66 inch.
higher
siderably
'Yes. New Mexico, Is looking forbeets
two
sugar
the
"For
years
past
Captain Bardshar and Mrs. Bardreceived
ward to a great era of prosperity. Of gineer, has expressed the opinion that have been raised near Las Vegas, The northeastern counties
as usual. The shar. Mrs. Curns their guest, and J.
.
course, locally, the subject Just now in this portion of New Mexico, nme
Mlanil Sprlnger Che highest average fall,
k
J.
McCarthy, who has been visiting
oi
deficiency, however, was general, and
uppermost in the minds of
his brother Dr. Thomas McCarthy,
south-centrover
the
occurred
the
greatest
.u.uu
pie is maKingtne
aDd a comhnlh" . BT,erimen.ai
'
counties and the southeast who rooms at tbe Bardshar home, bad
anA fni. thA nTt twelve
suftinient on an averaee rarm. un in- - "
th.
--- 'e
In Captain Bardshar's
Including the middle gone to Lamy
country.
of"
plains
we "wU. have about a. much qulry of the farmer, near Maxwell
the 19iVop of New Met and lower Pecos valley. Very light motor car. They returned late and
.
oru...
nun
as
ma
New
.uy,
is
Mexico
opnuger
ln
veg,
politics
that of any other Vw! rains, however, occurred over small dined at the Coronado restaurant. Be
estimate
iiv allotted to the cltlsen of the great1 been assured that this
reached home they smelt
in the United States.
areas ln practically all parts of the fore they
We are not ample. As a matter of fact, lrrlga- - oi territory
and arowlns southwest.
commercial
smoke and wondered where the fire
as sup- - 1909 crop made an actual
Territory. Streams were low at the was.
17
over
lacklng In politicians; we could loan tlon here may be regarded
per close of June, and practically failed
Entering the placlta of their
for beets shipped of
to tne natural ra.uian. test
Colorado a few to great aavamase, ' piementary
residence which was formally occucent.
reaches
lower
over
- T1.&
their
July.
.
during
fAnirl
nreeinita.
nf
TApnrila
--..An.
ira
'-'
uw
'
' '
Thornton, they
just now nwBi vl iu
"But Irrigation here, under syste- The Rio Grande was the lowest in pied by
- '
dates for the senate. A desire to rep tlon over the prairie and mesa portion matic, modern methods, depends upon
the railroad bridge west found the smoke so dense that they
at
many
yearB
v
rt
"Hi'
oi tuis
the fire was
resent tnnew bvuvb iu
b"""
storage reservoirlng for reserve sup of Santa Fe, and disappeared entire- became convinced that
.
tan mnar
llAnini.a. Id Tint valnfall
"
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laimnu iuuu
several ly a short distance below Bernalillo. somewhere in their own borne.
- ply and is in its inclplency.
aom.
wnn
of
0ns
precipiiamembers
the
g
confined to the
Upon opening the door of a serv
enterpr,seB are projecte(1 an(1 On the other hand, quite severe floods
uw
inant party-t- ne
to with damage or destruction to crops, ant's room tn the rear of the resinepuuuiu-- .u
om
h
sufficiently
progresfled
'
.
many inK- season.
Morion
There are- a great
...
farm lands, bridges, highways and dence the flames burst forth and it
in ine umi
oegm coionizauou.
. 8,)rlneer Dltc Company,
..Tha precipltatlon at Raton, during .
Democrats who believe they have betat railroad beds, occurred ln the heavy was at once seen that a fire of no
1909. was 23.02 inches, of which 17.31
ter than a fighting chance.
in the mountain dis- mean proportions had to be fought.
Farmers'
Development local down-pour- s
Springer;
Captain Bardshar and Mr. McCar
"Even ln the west there seems to Inches occurred In May, June, July Company, at Miami; French Land & tricts from the 28th to the 31st. Deand
Slid structive thunder storms were quite thy rushed back to the placita
rnmnonv of FrPnh
be a great lack of Information as to August and September.
11
"
IgUUUU ljuuiiau;, nv
brought the lawn hose into play while
the prospects of tne new siaie biuub
jj0 records have ben kept ot pre Maxwell Irrigated Lands Company, at numerous after the 10th and a num some one turned in an alarm. When
ot
agricultural lines, The amount
cll)itaton on tne mountain watershed Maxwell, all ln Colfax county, New ber of deaths by lightning occurred, assistance rime a large hose was run
also some loss of property.
water which may be made available mentioned, but it Is much greater than mptI
Rather more than the usual July from the fire plug in front of the
for Irrigation purposes, luruugu
'These nroiects. thouch not com
for tne ower. elevations
bouse out through the placita and to
la but poorly appreciated even
..From aucn measurements of runoff pleted, show the enormous water sup- wind occurred, especially during the the rear of the residence and thence
Is
mado from the annual ply furnished by the Sangre de Chris-t- o first half of the month. The prevail Into the window of the blazing room.
among our own people. The truth
ag nave
was from the southwest,
the great majority knows nothing e8tlmated precipitation, and from
watershed. Taking as one Instance, ing direction
maneuver much dam
reported east. By this clever
surface and torrential flows, al- - dence ou tne ground of floods In the the Maxwell Irrigated uinas com- but many stations
age that might have been done by
as
the
west
or
south
pre
southeast,
the
was averted.
which will take water by large
though they witness every year
8treamg tnere can be no doubt that
local direction. The sunshine water
water to tnlB mountan watershed ot many pany,
going to waste of enough
ditches from both the Cermejo and the vailing
The powerful streams manipulated
was about normal; there
month
of
the
area
soon got the blaze in
tnousand Bauare miles will furnish Red rivers. The Vermejo ditch is
quadruple the present irrigated
were 10 clear, 17 partly cloudy and 4 by skilful hands
water to Irrigate several hundred
of New Mexico.
check and today an Inspection shows
and from this ditch alone ten
.
days.
cloudy
de
the
In
each of
that the fire was confined entirely to
thousand acres of land
"The continuation of the Sangre
large reservoirs were filled the pres
Temperature,
one room. It IB thought that the fire
ent season by the middle ot May ana
Chrlsto range of mountains from Colo- counties I have mentioned.
The mean temperature of the Ter
waof
amount
may have been smouldering for some
ii mo
thero has been a large
of
rado southward lnio new
ine
records
government
the
nguio
determined
from
ritory,
the entire drainage area of ter running to waste down the Verme 71 stations, having a mean altitude bours and did not burst into a big
practically undi - '0(t (,-- ,
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blaze until the door of the room was
IFau Kftfl jo which could not be utilised.
vuiu.
luo nlo f.Uiauue i(1 rlnlnM.
mimsnea, oown iuiuuu m
of about 5,000 feet, was "4.2 degrees,
San acr8 feet f0r each square mile of sur
Red river ditch is being con- or 1.6 degree above tflje normal, and opened allowing lots of air to fan it.
"The
portions of Colfax, Mora and
por- - facej or a runoff of nine Inches per an- - structed and when completed this com- 1.0
Miguel counties, and the eastern
degree above the mean of July,
When the Stomach, Heart, or Kidtlon of Taos county, and end in the DUm. Estimating the runoff from the pany will have much more water than 1909. The highest local monthly mean
reserwas 84.4 degrees at Orange, closely ney nerves get weak, then these orGlorieta and Santa Fe ranges. This- mountain and foothll area of Colfax can be stored and used by the
followed by 84.0 degrees at Carlsbad gans always fail. Don't drug the
range Is a great watershed. Its abrupt- county at only six inches at altitudes voirs in their system.
New Projects.
The highest recorded was 109 de Stomach nor stimulate the Heart or
and precipltious slopes make a runoff ot 7inoo and 13,000 feet gives 1,010,000
of the acre feet f water available for Irrl"There are three other projects crees at San Rafael on the 20th. A Kidneys. That is simply a make-shiof probably more than one-hal- f
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years at Las Cruces. Mr. Carbonler
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small boy, coming with his uncle, the
late Francisco Carbonler, Hla uncle
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and respected men o( the Mesllla val- -

tion
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Elephant Butte Contracts Awarded
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the Elephant Butte railroad line from
the Santa Fe main line to the Ele-lephant Butte damslte bag been award- d to George B. Brady and to the Arm
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awarded to George B. Brady and the
bridge construction to Brown & Con-
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